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The Case for
Unobtrusive Measures

lA rRn

1 hiwersih, of

1 here can he little doubt (hat inch
sciences has heel! developed Irk data. Bid
wI i t U10:,

o!dt14:0 nal bcha lots and phenomena tl ey do
following!

di in intellig ting ,,ho Idable gait_ i

i ahilty carl) d to t'x tnencv wtlh ,revious lusts
w o knowledge of results (has) been poi I.Sin-11m

gaim have been shown in personal adjtvament" scoro (Webb et al..
root\ p. i

N4ale inter ponses than female, and fewest of
all from males, while female interviewers obtain their highest
responses from men, except for young women talking to young nwn
(t3enney. Riesman. & Starr, 1950. p. 143).

Sequences of questions asked in very similar format ,roduce s
typed responses, such as a tendency to endorse the righthand or the
left hand response, or to alternate in somp simple fashion. Further-
more, decreasing attention produces reliable biases from the order of
item presentation (Webb et aL, 1966, p.2o).

Thus, much of what we know may be biased in various and sometimes
unknown ways. But if what one blind man learns about elephan s is biased
by the data.gathering procedures adopted, measurement and sArnpling
theory suggest it is reasonable to expect that the evidence gathered by
multiple blind men, when pooled, will give a better, if imperfect, approx-
imItion of an elephant. There is. after all, more than one way of knowing.
The central thesis of this paper is that multiple research designs and
measures of educational outcomes are more likely to yield reliable and
valid assessments of educational outcomes than is tlie current reliance on
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interviews and n stionnaires,
Consider the tolloiii g:

1 he wcar in the floor tiles in
Industry,
The shrinking eliarneter of a circle of seatec rim iren.
Pupil dilation in the eyes of jade customers.
The bullfighter's beard.

Each of these coadilions can, -11 istance, taken as
a measure of a phenom non of interest h. someone. Talm, Vebb ei
al, ir 06), each is an example of what has corn( usive

isures:' a general class of measurer):writs presumed to reduce 0
nate the potential for mect a yr bIa rutIromo uncharacteristic.

tude or behavior outside the measurement situation and induced by
the measurement act itself: The premise is that when interviews arid
questionnaires are used in social science research, the process of data
collection intrudes itself into the consciousness of the subject and, as a
consequence Acts the subject's responses. Unobtrusive measuies, by
their nature, avoid most, if not all, of the reactive bias associated with
interview and questionnaire methodologies.

Webb et al, ( root)) have described five categories of unobtrusive
measures; physical traces (natural erosion or accretion processes, :uch as
the wear on library book pages or the refuse left bett-,c1 by an earlier
civilization); continuous archival records (e,g actuarial records, govern-
men' records); intermittent archives (e,g written documents, sales
recop=ls); simple observations tes of behaviors), and physical devices

omeras, video and audio tapes).
The measures listed above index some interesting illustrations of

physical traces and simple observa. ions. Eor example, the fact that the
floor tiles around the hatching-chick exhibit require replacement approx.
makely once every six weeks, compred to a replacement rate of several

years for the tiles around other exhibits, can be taken as a reasonably clear
reflection of the relative interest-value of the exhibit. So far as the
shrinking diameter of the circle of children is concerned, if it were also
known that the shrinkage was observed during a ghost-story-telling
sess' in, then the observation would have been recognized for what it is:
an unobtrusive measure of degree of kar induced in the children by
the stories anij, how much more reliable and valid than what the children
might tell asked. "How scared were your). As for the dilation of the
pupils in customers eyes, Chinese jade dealers have. useu ;t as an indicator



of ciist orner
observed to be It,
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anxiety or to wh,
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Much has be,
might be brougl-
education (e.g.,
lotto; Astin, 197:
measurement proi--
problems might ft
conskler the preler: --
tmwice and imnv,

iighters" beards have been
:tador must enter the ring.
wth is MI ritnitable to higher

i her from the razor on those
pp: v and 2).

(Mods of the social sciences
utcomes assessment in higher
n College Testing Program,

ver, has been given to the
in these methods and to lmw those

at least counterbalanced, Some critics
-views and questionnaires to be bol h

, al, (19,03). for example,

lament this overdependence upon a single, fallible method: infer-
views and questionnaires intrude as a Ft) eign element into the social
setting they would describe, they create as well As measure at titudes,
they elicit typical roles and responses, they are limited to those who
are accessible and will cooperan,, and the responses obtained are
produced in part by dim ens;;ons of indIvidual difference irrelevant to
the topic at hand.

Elul the principal olneelia is that lhey are used alot t: emphasis ir
the original),

Unobtrusive measures, such as those listed above, offer an important
methodological counterweight to the unknown and unbalanced reactive
bias in intervkw- and questionnaire-generated data sets, such as those
upon which we now rely to assess the educational outcomes of cotiege.

The remedy tor these ailments, of course, lies not in the replacement of
the research tads now in widespread use. This is no call to rally the
Assessment Ludeittes. Rather, the intention is to ('ncourage outcomes
researchers to suppitxu.nt standard approaches with methods and mea-
sures now largely unknowo, unconsidered, or ignored. The Furpose, here,
is to make "The Case for Unobtrusive Measures:" a id that warrant can be
argued on at least three grounds (one major, and two secondary): r)
measurement, 2) cost, and 3) prudence.

The Measurement Warrant

The strongest arguments for the use of unobtrusive measures can be made
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(appropriately r ough) on inrasurcnwnt grounds, Recall that the prin
objection of Webb et al, (10 .0 . IIde current reliance on interviews and
questionnaires was that "they are used alone tp. 0. The Foundation of
this obiection is that:

Every measurement procedure carries with it certain characteristic
sources of error.it follows that they are in error in different ways
and different degrees. The errors we refer to are constant within
types of measures-- the direction and size of the error arc assumed
to be fixed for a given set of measurement operations. l lowever, the
direction of errors is assumed to he random (10V5 ..5 procedures, For
any given measurement task, the errors are additive: an error in one
direction will tend to cancel Out on error in the other direction
(Sechrest and Phillips. 1979, p.

Sechrest and Phillips go on to note problems occasioned by diffelonce:, in
the magnitudes of the errors involved and their effects m the precision of
measurement, but the point is clear and the strongest argument for the use
of multiple and different measures of the same trait or behavior what
Webb et al. r000) and others (e.g Campbell 8,r Fiske, row) refer to as

"multiple operationism." The intent is to employ multiple measures that
"share in the theoretically relevant components (of the trait or behavior
under study) but have different patterns of relevant components Webb
et al., IOC), p. 3), When one samples measures, one also samples their

ngths and their weaknesses. And as in sampling theory, the la, ger the
sample size, the greater the reliability of estimation.

The utility of multiple measures in general, and unobtrusive measures
in particular, is apparent in another way. Much of the research on student
outcomes, particularly that focusing on institutional contributions to
student growth, relies on various causal modelling teclmiques based on
multiple regression, The 1nulticolineariiy among theoretically indepen-
dent predictor variables, and the autocorrelations among the same mea-
sures used over time in longitudinal designs, present well-known, but
frequently ignored, problems for the interpretation of path coefficients or
regression weights. The problems of "bouncing betas" and the difficulty
of replicating most studies in the social sciences are also well-known. Such
interpretive diff'culties notwithstanding, however, one researcher (cited
in Kerlinger & Pedhazur, tom p. 446) has suggested that regression
coefficients give us the laws of science, aid many who employ regression
analysis, or who read and rely on the results of such studies, may he
similarly inclined to place more credence in the findings than is warranted,
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The wisdom of Tualtiple --and unobtrusive measures is evid nt in
still other ways. Research on the dynamics of attitudi, and value formation
and change has both perceptual and behavioral dimensions. What corre-
spondence exists between what a respondent professes to believe and
how that person actually behaves? Reliance on questionnaires and inter-
views in such investigations requires an act of faith that the correspon-
dence is high, when the fact of the matter may very well be otherwise.
One can have significantly greater confidence ii the reliability and
validity of interview- or questionnaire-based clairrs about attitudes and
beliefs if those claims are manifested behaviorally in natural settings. Used
in this fashion, unobtrusive measures constitute a form of convergent
validation and go a long way toward reducing the internal validity
problems inherent in ex post jack) research designs.

Unobtrusive measures have their own limitations, of course, for we
rarely, if ever, know their characteristic sources of error. Thus, we cannot
confidently estimate the extent to which use of an unobtrusive measure
would be a useful and complementary addition to-a series of measurement
procedures or simply increase the error already present. And, like inter-
view and questionnaire items, to the extent that unobtoisive measures
rely on single observations, 1h are likely to be unreliable and, conse-
quently, of limited validity (Sechrest St Phillips, ro7o, pp. 5-7). Despite
more than a two-decade history, much research remains to be done on the
measurement characteristics of unobtrusive measures.

Before all hope and confidence in the utility of unobtnHve measures is
abandoned, however, it is useful, at least insofar as the assessment of
educational outcomes is concerned, to differentiate "thobtrusive mea-
sures" as a set of scientific research tools from "unobtrusive measures" as
a metaphor. In the first instance, it is quite possible to apply unobtrusive
techniques and measures in a remarkable variety of experimental studies
(see Bochner, two). As such, the rigor characteristic of true experiments'
can be brought to bear in naturalistic settings (like colleges and universi-
ties) and threats to internal validity are sigrdicantly reduced if not
eliminated

For example, if an institution wished to know the extent to which
cultural and racial openness was a trait characteristic of the campus, one
might design a study similar to that reported by Campbell. Kruskal and
Wallace (1966), In that investigation, the tendency of White and Black
college students to sit by themselves in racially homogeneous groups in
classrooms (rather than mixing randomly) was studied as an indicator of
racial attitudes,



While such formal, unobtrusive research efforts are certainly possible,
Ihey are probably not likely to comprise a complete or adequate out-
comes assessment program. "Unobtrusive measures" as a metaphor for
non-reactive sources of information that already ells! in various forms and
locations across a campus are more likely .to yield useful vehicles of
assessment. Examples include such standard records as registrar's files,
disciplinary records,. Graduate Record Examination (crui) scores, and
alumni giving records. The category can also include less conventional
measures, however, ranging from transcripts sent to other undergraduate
institutions (student satisfaction), to ease loads in the health services and
psychological counseling service.(amount of stress on campus), to library
usage rates (students' intellectual curiosity). Unobtrusive measures may
be based on observations as well as records. Such measures in colleges and
universities might include assessment of a cainous's intellectual climate as
revealed on bulletin boards and in graffiti (see Ciardi, to7o, for a delightful
discussion on this topic) and in conversations overheard in a student
union snack bar. The point to be made is that unobtrusive_ measures
whether scientifically formal or casualoffer a _source of information
about the educational process and its outcomes that serves a legitimate
and important measurement role by counterbalancing the systematic
error characteristic of conventional measurement and research designs
and by validating information gathered by means of those standard
procedures.

The Cost Warrant

The costs of assessing educational outcomes are little understood. The
proponents of the "benefits- portion of the cost-benefits equation have
been dominant, and only recently has attention been turned to an
estimation of the other side of the balance scale. How much in the way of
resources is and should be invested in the production of outcomes
information? The question applies to all information gathering, of course,
whether outcomes or otherwise, but costs in other sectors are better
understood and estimated than they are in outcomes assessment. The real
issue, as Ewell and Jones (IWO) put it, is: "How much more money
(beyond that already committed to outcorncs-related information gather-
ing) do we have to spend to put in place an assessment program that is
appropriate to our needs7" (p. 34).

Based on a set of assumptions about the nature of the assessment



programs likely to be mounted by institutions of va ying types and sizes,
Ewell and Jones (106) estimate incremental costs ranging from $30,000
(in a small, private, liberal arts college) to $13o,000 (in a major public
research university). It is important to bear in mind that these are
incremental, not total, cost estimates. It is revealing to notice Ewell and
Jones' assumption of the use of conventional questionnaires, whether
commercially available (e.g., The ACT'S COMO Or locally developed (e.g.,
senior examinations in the major field disciplines).

No one has attempted to estimate the incremental costs of assembling
information unobtrusively. Given the fact that much of this sort of data
already exists, and given that much of it is electronically stored and
retriev..ble, it seems reasonable to suggest but the costs of unobtrusive
measurement and analysis are likely to be lower than those of more
conventional measures and methods, perhaps significantly lower. There
is, of course, considerable room for cost variability, but the initial propo-
sition holds: analyzing data that are already available in one form and
place or another is likely to be less costly and time-consuming than
gathering data de nova

The Prudence Warrant

Ewell (1984) has written that "the most vehement objections to the
systematic assessment of institutional impact will come from faculty"
(p.72). These objections, says Ewell, are likely to derive from either or
both of two sources: first, the fear of being negatively evaluated, and
second, a philosophical opposition based on the belief that the outcomes
of college are inherently unmeasurable and that the evidence from such
studies is "misleading, oversimplifying, or inaccurate" (p. 73).

To counter faculty opposition, Ewell recommends that persons respon-
sible for outcomes assessments "recognize publicly the inadequacy of any
single outcome measure or indkator and collect as many measures of
program effectiveness as possible" (p. 73). The point is related to the
argument foi unobtrusive measures made earlier on measurement
grounds and is likely to be recognized and given weight by faculty of all
disciplines. The effect is likely to be a reduction in faculty resistanc, to
educational assessment. Even if the measurements cannot be 'y
explained to non-social scientists, most faculty members will be Aar
with the concept of "triangulation" in astronomy, as well as in map-7ead-
ing and surveying. The use of multiple measures to portray some educa-
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bona! outcome is likely to have a face validity that is appealing to faculty
members, lt seems reasonable to expect such an effect to inlluenci
positively both faculty participation in outcomes assessment programs
and confidence in the conclusions derived from the evidence assembled.

Unobtrusive Measures in Higher Educa 'on

What are some unobtrusive measures in higher education and how might
they enhance our understanding of various educational outcomes? Ewell
(l984), following a re% iew of various structures and taxonomies, has
suggested that educational assessment should focus on three major areas:
knowledge, skills, and values and attitudes, with a fourth category,
students relations with varion, groups in the larger society, representing
the behavioral manifestations of the first three areas. Juxtaposition of
these four dimensions against three of the general types of unobtrusive
measures described earlier affords a useful framework for thinking about
the sorts of institutional information that might be used to aid educational
assessmenL The matrix below is intended to be suggestive, to focus
thinking on important assessment topics, and, thereby, to highlight the
potential opportunities to employ unobtrusive measures,

Outcome Categories

Types of Unobtrusive Measures

Physical
Thices

Archives
Records

Ohs salons

Knowledge
Skills
Attitudes/values
Relations w/Society

Space precludes discussion of possible measures that might occupy
eah of the cells in this matrix, and, as will be seen, the boundaries
between the several categories of unobtrusive measures are not always
precise. Moreover, some of the cells are of greater interest than others,
and some unobtrusive measures are more readily accessible than others.
Two cells easily meet both of these criteria, namely, the -Knowledge-
Archives" cell and the "Attitudes/Values-Observations" conjunction, and
attention will be focused on them for illustrative purposes, beginning
with the latter of the two cells.



'Hie observational techniques of Campbell, Kruskal and Wallace ( lotto)
for inferring racial attitudes and relations on a campus have been summa-
rized. Variations on this approach might include a study of "aggregating
(Campbell, Kruskan and Wallace, r9O6) in dining halls and cafeterias, in
clusters of students studying in the library or gathering in other public
areas, in institutional residence hall roommate patterns, and in other
institutional settings.

Something of the importance students attach to the life 0f the mind
might be inferred from several source5, including the number, size, and
participation rates in formal student organizations and clubs that hav
some specific, academic purpose (e,g., discipline4lased clubs, literary and
artistic publicaliiMS, performing arts groups), as compared with organiza,
tions that have athletic, recreational, entertainment, social, or other
purposes as their principak. iNtre. (Some of this information might
be gleaned from records.)

Similarly, inferences about the relative emphasis given to the academic
and social life of a campus might be made based on an examination of the
content of campus concert, film, lecture, and speaker series, as well as
attendance records. For residential campuses, the institution's role in
students' livesand its potential for influencemay be reflected in the
extent to which students evacuate the campus for other locations on
weekends. Ciardi (1970) has suggested that the content of graffiti reflect
the intellectual tenor of a campus. One might add the content of bulletin
boards to that reflection.

The number of students who are registeredand activevoters can
be taken as a sign of students' interests in, sense of responsibility toward,
and willingness to participate in the political life of a larger community.
Or one might explore the level of social responsibility in a student body
by designing an experiment around the frequency with which students
returned library books that were presumably "lost." More simply, the
proportion of the library's total overdue volumes that are signed out to
students (or faculty) provides at least one index of the level of simple
courtesy, if not social responsibility, on a campus. Vandalism, both in
absolute magnitude and rate of change over time, offers another reflection
of the quality of life and the attitudes and values prevalent on a campus.
As suggested earlier, the rates over time at which the health service's
physicians prescribe stress-related medicines, and variations in the case
loads of the counseling center staff, might both be used to index the
amount of potentially unhealthyand perhaps educationally dysfunc-
tionalstress in the campus environment. Hodgkinson and Thelin



(1971)011er an impressive list of other possibili1ies The Variet y is limited
only by one's imagination and ingenuity.

Without question, the major impact of college on students' cognitive
devdopment is delivered through the curriculum, and any outcomes
assessment program must deal in one fashion or another with the curricu-
lum and with dassroom.based learning, A variety of reactive measures
have been developed to assess the nature and extent of students' cogni
five growth (e,g the ACT-COMP and Graduate Record Examinations
subject tests), and these measures arc typically used in "value-added'
research designs of varying degrees of sophistication and validity.

Warren (ro84) and rascarella !On) discuss some of the conceptual
and methodological limitations of this approach to educational assess-
ment, and those critiques need not be reiterated here. The point to be
made is that something of the nature and extent of student learning can
also be inferred from unobtrusive measures, from a data base that already
exkits and that has reasonable claims to reliability, namely, the registrar's
file, which contains extensive infomiation on the courses students have
taken and the grades received,

Fincher (-1984), recognizing the weaknesses and disadvantages of the
grade-point average as a criterion of what has been learned, also marvels
that "it works as well as it does" cr 380. He writes:

,the freshman CPA will often display scalar features that are quite
remarkable: a tenacious arithmetic mean, a standard deviation of
about one-half letter grade, and a range of five or more standard
deviation units. More remarkable, perhaps, the freshman CPA
appears to be more immune to contamination than separate course
grades are, and it is a relatively independent criteria despite being a
faulty one. in addition, the freshman CPA is relevant to such educa-
tional decisions as the dean's list, student probation and dismissal,
the maintenance of athletic eligibility, the continuance of scholar-
ships, etc. If not a completely adequate criterion of academic per-
formance, the freshman CPA still serves many educational purposes
(p. 38o).

Wilson (1983) reports that admissions measures are essentially as valid
for predicting long,term cpA as freshman year CP,o4 Because of this
property, Fincher suggests, cumulative CPA may yet be a useful measure
in educational assessment aod worthy of analysis. It might, for example,
be used as the criterion in regression models and covariance analyses in
which pre-college academic aptitudes and achievements (and other poten-
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tially con1oundh variables) have been co mtrolled in a study of tl
esidual varJaiice iii long-tenn CPA attributable 10 student effort and to

instruction and student learnmg. Similarly, if pre-college predictors of
academic performance are found to have high multiple correlations with
actual college achievement, reasonable suspicions might be raised about
tlw overlap of high school and college coursework Windier, 1984Y

The registrar's files offer other possibilities. For example, an examina-
lion of the distribution of courses taken by size and type of instruction
(e.g., lecture, seminar, lab, independent study) might prove extremely
revealing of the nature of the formal educational process experienced by
students (e.g., graduating seniors). How many opportunities were there
for students in small numbers to study with a faculty member? Such a

review might focus on students' first two years. Do large lecture sections
dominate students' early contacts with faculty and collegiate instruction?
What is the relative balance of opportunities for active Vs. passive student
participation in their own learning? While recognizing that "small" is not
necessarily "better," most faculty and administrators would probably be
concerned if students' opportunities for small-group instruction were rare.

Examination of the relative proportional distributions of students
majoring and graduating in particular disciplines will tell something of the
nature of the educational program being delivered, and comparisons of
such distributions, both one with the other and each over time, will detect
shifting emphases in what students are interested in and what the
institution is providing. Similarly, student retention rates, both within and
across majors, may yield useful information. While such rates must be
interpreted with considerable care, rates occupying one or the other tail
in the distribution suggest something about students' views of the
education afforded in those programs. Precisely what an extremely low
retention rate means may be open to dispute, but at the very least it calls
attention to the need for further investigation.

Transcript analysis affords a more detailed examination of curricula
structures and student course-taking patterns and brings one still closer to
the substance of students' formal education. Using this technique, Black-
burn et al. (1976) undertook a national study of changes in degree
requirements between 107 and 1974, exploring the amount, structure,
and content of general education, and the structure and flexibility in
:,.Jected major degree programs. They found, for example, that the typical
baccalaureate degree recipient in 1974, compared to 1967, had taken
about 22 per cent less coursework in general education.

Galambos et al. (i985), in a study of teacher education in the states
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comprising the Southerr Regional [ducation lkard, sed I ransu ipt anal-
ysis to conq re the course-taking patterns of teacher education and arts
and sciences degree graduates. They found that, on the average, teacher
education graduates took proportionally fewer general education credits
in all areas except the social sciences than did arts and sciences graduates.
Their analyses also led them to conclude that "Given latitude, some
students will ferret out the routes of least resistance to meet their general
education requirements, and then pass the word on to others" (Galambos
et al., 1985, p. 78). Such a finding on an individual campus is likely to be

ifiable cause for a detailedand important review of general
education courses and requirements.

The State University of New York at Albany used transcript analysis to
test a belief prevalent among faculty and administrators that students
were not gaining a "general education" because the only degree require-
menk were those of the major program; all other degree credits were
electives. The analysis provided information of the average number and
percentage of course credits taken by graduates of each academic depart-
ment in each of some 20 content areas. Results indicated that, while
students in certain major field areas were apparently avoiding certain
content areas (e.g., natural and physical sciences, or foreign languages),
the deviations from what moo- academicians might consider ;eneral
education" were by no means so great as had been anticipated.

A variation on this approach is afforded by the following matrix
(adapted from Blackburn et 976, who also oi'..r some useful classi(ica-

rules);

Type o

Required
Restricted
Elective
Full Elective

Per Cent of
Courses Taken

Using this matrix, a computer-based analysis of the transcripts o all
students, or of sub-groups of students (e.g, selected majors. transfers,
freshmen), would afford several kinds of information, It would reveal
something of the variety and depth of the course work to which students
have been exposed during any given period of time in their college
careers. In addition it would suggest the relative control over students"
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by the institution intl the major drpiiti
one might insiderable variation ai tt LIt aliments ven within
the same inIitution Rlockburn et al, ( 1o7,0) olk r i I; eful valiant ot the
above matr x that differentiates general education requirements and
courses from those of the maior held. If still another variation weo .
dopted to take into account when the couh,e work was taken (i.e:. a
MI( rix that has the same breadth and depth columns, but has for it% rows
the time dimension of course41iking, say, lower and upper division>,
information would be gained on whether students are taking "breadth"
courses prior to the selectkm of a major, of later in their college years,
perhaps after the major program requirements have already been Satisfied.
The timing isSile is important to the educational purposes of "general
education" requirements, Do the requirements exist to ensure I hat stir,
dents have a broad exposure to the various disciplines and on the bask of
which they can make a more informed selection of malor program? Or
MT the requirements intended primarily to ensure that students ,ire
exposed to a broad intellectual experience at .tiome point before they
graduate?

Warren (198.0 has suggested the analysk might be taken o step further.
One might be inclined to believe, for example, that such courselaking
pattern analyses do not provide a sufficiently detailed portrait of students'
academic experience, for such analyses tell nothing of what students have
learned. Warren suggests that a reasonable approximation of what has
been learned might be obtained by reviewing examination quest ions and
major paper assignments in courses that recur in the pattern of require-
ments for general education or for a specific major field whether those
courses are elective or required, As Warren (1984, p. t3) notes: "No
pre-enrollment, normatis c, or comparative information need complement
it. The assertion is simply that Program X as typically completed by a
known number of students produces the described learning." A certain
amount of faith is required, of coursefaith that examinations and paper
assignments reflect course content and that A passing grade reflects the
occurrence of learning above some threshold of acceptability.

It should be evident by now that researchers in higher education have
a wide variety of research designs and measures upon which to draw in
their efforts to assess the outcomes of a college education. Thus far,
however, the record indicates a viit wily exclusive reliance on a subset of
those designs and methods. The purpose of this paper has been to suggest
ways in which conventional methods of assembling information on
student growth might be supplemented in ways that illuminate rather
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